**SolaTone Plus™ and SolaTone Lite™ Electrolarynx Instructions**

**Basic Instructions**

TONE: Turn the Tone control UP towards the Sound-Head Cap for a higher tone voice (feminine), and DOWN for a lower tone (masculine).

VOLUME: Turn the volume control UP for a louder voice and DOWN for a quieter voice. Lower volume settings will help you be understood better.

**Electrolarynx Use On The Neck**

- Place the Sound-Head against your neck and activate. Do Not Cover Stoma.
- Speak as sound is transmitted into your mouth.
- Ensure an airtight seal against your neck and try different positions until you achieve the best sound. Even a small change in position can greatly effect the voice.
- Use the oral adapter in cases of a tender neck or excess buzzing.

**Battery Installation and Charging**

- AA batteries required, either Alkaline (disposable) or NiMH (rechargeable).
- Slide each battery on top of the arrow inside of the unit.
- Note: Make sure the “+” end of the battery is at the same end as the “+” end of the arrow.

- **SolaTone Plus™ ONLY**: USB Charging: Insert micro-USB cord into port, ensuring proper orientation.
  - Solid GREEN light indicates charging
  - Blinking GREEN light indicated charging complete

- **SolaTone Lite™ batteries must be removed for disposal or charging. Optional rechargeable batteries sold separately. Follow instructions for your charger.**

- **Caution**: Do NOT attempt to charge alkaline or other “non-rechargeable” batteries. They must be disposed of properly. Recycle batteries according to local requirements.
Oral Adapter Use (optional)

- The Oral Tube is optional in the oral adapter. To use the adapter without the tube, press it onto Sound-Head cap (do not twist it on), and position at corner of mouth allowing sound to enter mouth. Activate the device with the power button and speak.

- To use with the oral tube, Insert Oral Tube into top of Oral Cap.

  **NOTE:** Do not insert beyond the stop.

  The rigid tube is easier to use quickly. The soft tube is more comfortable and is easier to articulate around after you have practice. Press Oral Adapter onto Sound-Head (do not twist it on). Place Oral Tube in mouth, at the corner of your mouth. You may bend the tube for comfort. If using the soft tube, the end may be cut at angles to suit the user, to prevent blocking the tube in the mouth. Activate Electrolarynx, and speak around Oral Tube.

  Oral adaptor use may require reduced volume settings.

**Warning:** Do Not Insert Tube or any other part into Stoma.

General Care and Troubleshooting

**Cleaning:** Use an alcohol wipe to clean unit. You may also use a damp cloth. Do not use Oils, Electrical Contact Cleaners, or Chemicals as they may cause damage. Do not permit liquid or moisture to enter into the device.

**Water Damage:** DO NOT ACTIVATE THE DEVICE! Remove the caps from the body and place the device in a bowl of dry, uncooked rice for two days before testing.

**Excessive Buzzing:** Maintain a complete seal against the skin. Try different positions—1/8” (3mm) can make a very big difference. Adjust the tone and volume. If excessive buzzing continues, try the Oral Adapter.

Limited Warranty

Within the USA, The SolaTone Plus™ electrolarynx is guaranteed to be free of defects in parts and workmanship for three (3) years from the date of purchase, and the SolaTone Lite® electrolarynx is guaranteed to be free of defects in parts and workmanship for one (1) year from the date of purchase.

Rechargeable batteries, charger, and other accessories provided with the electrolarynx are guaranteed for sixty (60) days from the date of purchase. Items under warranty will be repaired or replaced, with a new or refurbished component, at the discretion of Griffin Laboratories, Inc.

This warranty does not cover accidental damage, abuse, negligence, soiling, moisture damage, use inconsistent with intended purposes, or tampering of any kind. All other warranties, expressed or implied, are hereby excluded. Griffin Laboratories, Inc. shall not be held liable for damages, either direct, indirect, or consequential, resulting from any defect in the manufacture or operation of the electrolarynx, including batteries, charger, or other accessories.

Warranty coverage must be validated by the return of the enclosed warranty registration card within ninety (90) days of purchase from an authorized dealer. This warranty is not transferable.

Any electrolarynx requiring warranty service must be delivered with postage paid in a padded and insured package to your distributor or Griffin Laboratories, Inc. Contact Griffin Laboratories, Inc. for shipping instructions and return authorization.

This warranty is not valid outside of the USA. For international warranty and service, contact your local distributor.